
LT-50 LIGHTWEIGHT TENT



VEHICLE APPLICATION & MOUNTING

LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN

COMFORT

Coming in at 46kgs*, the LT-50 is made from lightweight, high-
strength aluminium with a sleek, streamlined design, minimising 
wind resistance and additional weight.

With three access points, the rooftop tent can be mounted
in different positions to suit the vehicle. Adding the optional
ladder extension provides more clearance from the side or
rear of the vehicle when using the ladder, especially
important for more rounded-style vehicles.

Featuring a lightweight design and clamp-style mounting with
strong base channel slots, the LT-50 rooftop tent can be
easily fitted and removed as required. The optional Alu-Cab
wall mount provides an ideal mounting solution when not in use.

Inside the tent, you can expect the luxury Alu-Cab is known for. 
The dual-layered 280gsm UV-resistant rip-stop canvas
provides protection from adverse weather, added insulation for 
comfort and a darker space for those late mornings.
Additionally, the LT-50 rooftop tent comes with foam insulation 
on the top and bottom of the tent, helping to keep the tent as
comfortable as possible no matter the weather.

Designed to pack up with light bedding inside, the LT-50 comes 
with a 60mm high-density foam mattress as standard, weighing
4.55kg (not included in tent weight).

*46kgs excludes mattress & ladder



FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS

Ultimately the Alu-Cab LT-50 Lightweight Rooftop Tent is an excellent choice for adventurers 
seeking a comfortable, convenient, and durable rooftop tent.

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

Dimensions (L x W): 2258 x 1261mm
Height Roof Closed: 172mm | Roof Open: 1155mm
Tent Weight: 46kg | Mattress: 4.55kg

Nut slot lid and base frame for easy mounting 
of accessories

Three zippered access points feature midge-proof mesh screens

Stainless steel 316 marine grade gas struts

Roof load rated to carry up to 30kg
Molle Plate allows 50kg (optional extra)

Manufactured from dual-layer 280gsm 
UV-resistant rip-stop canvas

MATTRESS DIMENSIONS

Dimensions (L x W): 2070 x 1085mm
Depth: 60mm
Material: High-Density Foam



LT-50  ACCESSORIES

TELESCOPIC LADDER

- 2.0m & 2.6m ladder available for LT-50
- Features non-slip feet and rungs to provide added
  stability and safety   
- Compact size for easy storage and transportation

TECHNICAL SPECS

LENGTH: 2.0m I 78.7”

WEIGHT: 6.9kg [Includes ladder bag] I 15lbs

WEIGHT WITHOUT BAG: 6.5kg I 14.3lbs

LADDER STORAGE BRACKET

- Allows you to safely store your telescopic ladder on
  the roof of your LT-50 molle panel
- The bracket is universal and can accommodate either
  the larger 2.6m or 2.0m telescopic ladder

TECHNICAL SPECS

SIZE: 520mm x 160mm x 115mm

          21” x 6.3” x 4.5”

WEIGHT: 2.5kg I 5.5lbs

A-LAD-HOLD

LADDER EXTENSION BRACKET

- Allows you to mount the telescopic ladder to the LT-50
  on larger or wider vehicles

TECHNICAL SPECS

SIZE: 230mm x 140mm x 40mm

          9” x 5.5” x 1.6”

WEIGHT: 1.2kg I 2.6lbs

LW-A-LAD-EXT

SOLD SEPARATELY



FLY SHEET / RAIN COVER

- Designed for the main entrance of your tent
- Creates a cover to provide an extra layer of protection

against the elements
- Made from a lightweight, waterproof material
- Easily attached and detached from the tent via velcro
- Can be stored in a small bag when not in use

LW-A-RC

ROOF MOLLE PLATE

- Modular mounting system designed to attach various
equipment and accessories to the exterior of the LT-50

- Allows you to carry a weight of 50kg/110lbs (without
opening the tent) and open with a weight of
18kg/39lbs

- Made of lightweight and durable aluminium, and it
features a grid of evenly spaced holes along its surface

- Allows you to optimize your gear storage and
organization

TECHNICAL SPECS

SIZE: 951.5mm x 1226mm I 37.5” x 48.3”

WEIGHT: 6kg I 13.2lbs

LW-A-MP

WALL MOUNT

- Allows you to store your tent in an upright or horizontal
position in your garage when you don’t plan on using it

- The brackets can take a combined weight of
100kg/220lbs

TECHNICAL SPECS

WEIGHT: 2.5kg I 5.5lbs

LW-WM



ROOF TABLE SLIDE
(Table Sold Separately)
- Tucks away seamlessly underneath the vehicle’s LT-50 tent
- Secure mechanism with a smart pin to ensure that your
table stays in place

LW-A-TS

STORAGE BAGS 

- Featuring velcro back straps, it securely attaches to the
side strips on your LT-50

- Folds flat when the tent is closed
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